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After four days and my yelling at a supervisor, they finally knowledge that the person who originally took the order
never input it correctly. They got a technician I was in the area add me in, he was great and got me connected. I
also wrote a letter to the CEO in Louisiana. Someone from his office called me and confirmed that they had made
a mistake. They offered no financial consideration for the four days I waited for each no-show appointment. But
The Wi-Fi works, speed is as I ordered, and I'm hoping my experience was a unique one. If you do business with
them, be prepared for their non-US based call center to make mistakes in transcribing any information. If you have
a problem ask to be transferred to a supervisor as they are in the US. I've no problem with overseas call centers,
however the language barrier for this particular group was very difficult.
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I have never dealt with a more anit consumer organization in my life. They promise install dates… Read more

Great service, fast delivery. We have ordered twice from them. Great quality, bands delivered quickly, and all
lettering was error free. Good prices and service

Love Hall Wines!! Had an awesome tasting today with the Cabs at Hall. Kathryn Reynolds is totally great. We
bought way too much wine, but the Hall family has produced some of the bes wine in wine country and we could
not resist. Highly recommend visiting here.

So dissapointed. I remembered this hotel so fiondly from visits here a decade or so ago. Thie visit just simply
showed a hotel that is aging but not being maintained. Keep in mind, if I wanted a cheaper travelers hotel I would
have picked it. I resrved two nights here to attend a wedding and I wanted a nicer hotel. Just a few points to
comment on. First, the restourant is still pretty good and the chef knows his/her stuff. No complaints there and
actually the one bright sopt. After checking in at the front desk my wife and I proceeded dwon the narrow hallway
towards the elevator and situated in the hallway was a manager interviewing a potential employee for a hotel job. It
struck us both as wired that this would be done right where guests are arriving and in a very narrow passage. The
rooms are tired and look like they have not been upgraded in years. We went to the pool - it was completely
packed and the staff could not tell us whether empty chairs with towels on them were still in use or not, so we left
even though we knew that many of the chairs were not being used but we were hoping the staff would help fix that
for us.  The gym is tiny and with really old equipment. Could not get either a treadmill or elliptical this morning as
they only have a few and there is just no room. The room - they only give two bath towels. In biggie, but I get more
at any other hotel. So if you shower in the afternoon before going out - you will have to use the same towel again
(dry or not) in the morning. I know this sounds like whining, but this hotel pretends to want to compete with the high
end boutique hotels and it fails on all counts. So, we decided to cut our trip short, called the front desk early in the
morning to tell them we are not staying a second night and they charged us $100 cancellation fee for the second
night. Oh Well...I'd stay at the Marriott instead - they actually do far better with room supplies, amenities, and more.

•

Rapid Wristbands
$  Jewelry
5821 Southwest Fwy 
Houston, TX 77057

•

Hall Wines
$$  Wineries
401 St Helena Hwy S 
Saint Helena, CA 94574

•

Lafayette Park Hotel & Spa
$$$  Hotels, Health Retreats
3287 Mount Diablo Blvd 
Lafayette, CA 94549

•

Washio - CLOSED
$$  Laundry Services
1401 U St 
Washington, DC 20009

•
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Gang - I suggest finding alternatives. For the second time now the car expected to pick up has "no power" which is
a bizarre excuse. As a result, they can no longer pick up on time and cannot deliver before my trip out of town as
needed. What's more insulting - they send texts warning that if you are not there on time for pick up, they will
charge $10. But when they cannot do their pick up with the "car lost power" excuse" they offer $5 dollars - this is
BS customer service with their one sided approach. So...after putting up with their wrinkled cloths from time to
time, the smoke smell once, and the twice excuse of the "car lost power" I have had it - no WASHIO and I strongly
encourage others to not use them. This is not customer service and really inexcusable reasons for not delivering,
one sided charges, and no ability to make their errors whole. One star is actually too high at this point - it's been
too many times - they should deliver and when they cannot -they should do whatever is possible to meet the
commitment offered for the date returned - it's just dry cleaning guys- your only value is your service. Done

Do not recommend

Beware. I had a really nice stylist, but she clearly was young and new to the business. Bad chopped haircut -
totally uneven and just ugly. Made my wife happy to laugh at me all afternoon. The stylist seemed really nervous. I
suggest visitors to Denver avoid or at least ask about the experience of the stylist before taking. They actually
promised be a women by the name of Ashley who they said was experienced and this persons name was not that.
 I should have known when the power chords to her work station were all mixed up and she couldn't untangle them
and complained that she hadn't gotten used to the work station yet - oh well, I was their victim with this newby - just
wished they had told me. Came in for a cut as I had to give a speech at the convention center in Denver and had
been traveling non stop and unable to go to my usual place at home - this was the worst haircut in my memory.
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Veda Salon & Spa - Denver
$$  Nail Salons, Day Spas, Hair Salons
1717 Champa St 
Denver, CO 80202

•

Tavern on the Square
$$  Bars, American (New)
675 Lionshead Pl 
Vail, CO 81657

•
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Update. We went back this week and instead of eating outside, we sat inside at the bar and had dinner. It was a
completely different experience. Our waitress was awesome, and the food was perfect and timely. My wife had the
Ahi tuna burger and I had the bison burger (both recommended by our waitress). They were both cooked to
perfection and both the sweet potato fries and garlic fries were crisp and perfect. Goes to show that the wait
person matters. Won us back

When staying at Arrabelle you expect the restaurant to be good..but that is a definite NO!. Terrible… Read more

Ok, so we are not tourists. We live a couple of blocks away. We had reservations through Open Table. First, they
were not ready for us and the only seating was in the bar. The waitress had a big personality but was obviously too
busy to listen. My wife wanted the Mahi fish tacos but she was served the Ahi tacos from the appetizer menu. We
did not send them back, but they were really bad. The tuna looked old - likely not fresh - and who the heck knows
how they get their tuna. The waitress was really slow to get to us for drinks, and the order took over 40 minutes to
get to out table. Our daughter asked for no MAYO on her sand which - but it was on it. J Pauls is fine for tourists
and because of G Town crowds it gets full on busy days. For locals and those with options - take Clydes or Martins
for similar but far better quality food and service.

So disappointed. Our concierge said she had heard good things about the restaurant so we ventured over. The
chips are not fresh made and the salsa is average. The jalapeño cream dip they provide is almost tasteless. The
menu is huge....may be part of the problem. Serving everything and anything with mediocrity. I had the seafood
enchiladas and my wife had the chicken enchiladas. I found the shrimp shells in my meal (crunch-crunch). The
shredded chicken was tasteless. To make matters worse some totally drunk couple at the bar - must have been
there a long time. He was yelling and slurring and the bartender kept serving him anyway. The noise level was
obnoxious with this guy's volume slurring and drowning out the ability to talk. Isn't there a law about serving clearly
drunk customers? The Margherita menu is long, but the quality was not great. Our table selected for us had salt
sprinkled all over it, I had to personally sweep it off. I could go on, but this owner needs to control the bar, the food
quality, cleanliness, and upgrade some of the ingredients and flavors. The entire meal made us feel ill. Definitely
not good and in that location I don't expect them to last long. Hope it was just a bad day for them.

•

•

J Paul’s
$$  American (Traditional), Bars
3218 M St NW 
Washington, DC 20007

•

Casa Mexico
$$  Mexican
2211 N Frontage Rd W 
Vail, CO 81657

•

Meiwah Restaurant
$$  Chinese
1200 New Hampshire Ave NW 
Washington, DC 20036

•
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Very average. Vegetable spring rolls are excessive in dough and the mixture inside is like a mush. Flavor is fine.
Kung pao chicken is fine, sauce lacks flavor - as is the case with most of the dishes. Had two chicken dishes and
one beef. The beef was like leather.
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